
 

 

Read the passage carefully and answer the questions given below it. Certain words/phrases are given 

in bold to help you locate them while answering some of the questions.  

Marketing executives in television work with a relatively stable advertising medium. In many ways, the 

television ads aired today are similar to those aired two decades ago. Most television ads still feature actors, 

still run 30 or 60 seconds, and still show a product. However, the differing dynamics of the Internet pose 

unique challenges to advertisers, forcing them to adapt their practices and techniques on a regular basis.  

In the early days of Internet marketing, online advertisers employed banner and pop-up ads to attract 

customers. These techniques reached large audiences, generated many sales leads, and came at a low cost. 

However, a small number of Internet users began to consider these advertising techniques intrusive and 

annoying. Yet because marketing strategies relying heavily on banners and pop-ups produced results, 

companies invested growing amounts of money into purchasing these ad types in hopes of capturing market 

share in the burgeoning online economy. As consumers became more sophisticated, frustration with these 

online advertising techniques grew. Independent programmers began to develop tools that blocked banner 

and pop-up ads. The popularity of these tools exploded when the search engine Google, at the time an 

increasingly popular website fighting to solidify its place on the Internet with giants Microsoft and Yahoo, 

offered free software enabling users to block pop-up ads. The backlash against banner ads grew as new web 

browsers provided users the ability to block image-based ads such as banner ads. Although banner and pop-

up ads still exist, they are far less prominent than during the early days of the Internet.  

A major development in online marketing came with the introduction of pay-per-click ads. Unlike banner or 

pop-up ads, which originally required companies to pay every time a website visitor saw an ad, pay-per-

click ads allowed companies to pay only when an interested potential customer clicked on an ad. More 

importantly, however, these ads circumvented the pop-up and banner blockers. As a result of these 

advantages and the incredible growth in the use of search engines, which provide excellent venues for pay-

per-click advertising, companies began turning to pay-per-click marketing in droves. However, as with the 

banner and pop-up ads that preceded them, pay-per-click ads came with their drawbacks. When companies 

began pouring billions of dollars into this emerging medium, online advertising specialists started to notice 

the presence of what would later be called click fraud: representatives of a company with no interest in the 

product advertised by a competitor click on the competitor's ads simply to increase the marketing cost of the 

competitor. Click fraud grew so rapidly that marketers sought to diversify their online positions away from 

pay-per-click marketing through new mediums.  

Although pay-per-click advertising remains a common and effective advertising tool, marketers adapted yet 

again to the changing dynamics of the Internet by adopting new techniques such as pay-per-performance 

advertising, search engine optimization, and affiliate marketing. As the pace of the Internet's evolution 

increases, it seems all the more likely that advertising successfully on the Internet will require a strategy that 

shuns constancy and embraces change.  

1.The author implies what about the future of pay-per-performance advertising?  

A. Although it improves on pay-per-click advertising, it is still vulnerable to click fraud  

B. It will one day become extinct as Internet users discover drawbacks with it  

C. Internet users will develop free software to block its effectiveness  

D. It will eventually become less popular with advertisers as the Internet evolves and drawbacks emerge  

E. It will not face drawbacks due to its differing approach to online marketing  

 

2.Which of the following most accurately states the main idea of the passage?  

A. Although pay-per-click advertising remains a wide-spread and effective online advertising medium, its 

popularity is likely to diminish as the Internet evolves.  

B. Internet advertising is not well received by Internet users, causing independent programmers to subvert 

advertisers.  

C. Unlike the television, the Internet has experienced dramatic changes in short periods of time.  

D. Unlike the television, the Internet has evolved rapidly, forcing online marketers to develop new 

advertising strategies and mediums.  

E. The pace of the Internet’s evolution is increasing and will only increase in the future.  

 



 

 

3.According to the passage, which of the following best describes the current status of pop-up ads?  

A. Widely used  

B. Less popular now than at earlier times  

C. A frequent target of click fraud  

D. Non-existent due to pop-up blockers  

E. Increasingly popular due to search engines  

 

4.According to the passage, which of the following best describes the practice of click fraud?  

A. Clicking on the banner advertisements of rival companies  

B. Using software to block advertisements  

C. Utilizing search engine optimization to visit the pages of competitors  

D. Fraudulently purchasing products online  

E. Clicking on the pay-per-click ads of competitors  

 

5.According to the passage, the largest point at which the television and Internet differ as an advertising 

medium is:  

A. The type of individual each medium reaches  

B. Whether the medium is interactive  

C. The pace at which the medium evolves  

D. The cost of advertising with each medium  

E. Whether each medium contains drawbacks  

 

6.The passage implies that which of the following attributes will be the most important for future success in 

online advertising:  

A. Flexible creativity  

B. Disciplined patience  

C. Uniform approach  

D. Ruthless tenacity  

E. Eclectic approach  

 

7.Which of the following words best describes the author’s tone in the passage?  

A. Critical  

B. Analytical  

C. Frustrated  

D. Biased  

E. Surprised  

 

8.Choose the word/group of words which is most opposite in meaning to the word/group of words printed 

in bold as used in the passage.  

Circumvent  

A. Bypass  

B. Overcome  

C. Encompass  

D. Accept  

E. Frustrate  

 

9.Choose the word/group of words which is most opposite in meaning to the word/group of words printed 

in bold as used in the passage. Backlash  

A. Counterblast  

B. Comeback  

C. Retaliation  

D. Bounce  

E. Cause  



 

 

 

10.Choose the word/group of words which is most similar in meaning to the word/group of words printed in 

bold as used in the passage. Prominent  

A. Obscure  

B. Inconspicuous  

C. Unknown  

D. Protruding  

E. Eminent  

 

Rearrange the following seven sentences (A), (B), (C), (D), (E) and (F) in the proper sequence to form 

a meaningful paragraph then answer the questions given below them.  
(A) The political class has also become a prisoner of an electoral system that needs vast amounts of 

unaccounted money which can come only from organised crime and dubious government deals.  

(B) In this democracy, the politician appoints, rewards and punishes bureaucrats and not the other way 

round.  

(C) This explains why recently a joint parliamentary committee flogged down the suggestion for an 

autonomous vigilance commission.  

(D) Political corruption generates internal violence and vulnerability to external threats.  

(E) While bureaucratic corruption has been endemic, today the engine of corruption is primarily political.  

(F) In that sense, it is one of the greatest national security threats this country faces.  

11.Which sentence should be the FOURTH in the paragraph?  

A. A 

B. B  

C. C 

D. D  

E. E  

 

12.Which sentence should be the LAST in the paragraph?  

A. A 

B. B  

C. C 

D. D  

E. E  

 

13.Which sentence should be the FIRST in the paragraph?  

A. A 

B. F  

C. E 

D. D  

E. C  

 

14.Which sentence should be the SECOND in the paragraph?  

A. A 

B. F  

C. E 

D. D  

E. C  

 

15.Which sentence should be the THIRD in the paragraph?  

A. A 

B. B  

C. C 

D. D  



 

 

E. E  
 

Find out the error, if any. If there is no error, the answer is (E), i.e. No error. (Ignore the errors of 

punctuation, if any.)  

16.The scheme failed because (A)/ some states could not (B)/ mange not to raise (C)/ the necessary 

funds.(D)/ No error (E).  

A. A  

B. B  

C. C  

D. D  

E. E  

 

17.Real estate prices in the (A)/ business district of the city (B)/ are expected to rise (C)/ at 15% this year. 

(D)/ No error (E).  

A. A  

B. B  

C. C  

D. D  

E. E  

 

18.We, as the editors of (A)/ a popular magazine, would like to (B)/ know what are other topics most (C)/ on 

people’s minds. (D)/ No error (E)  

A. A  

B. B  

C. C  

D. D  

E. E  

 

19.The smooth and easier (A)/ we allow people to navigate (B)/ through any device at any place (C)/ in the 

world, the better. (D)/ No error (E)  

A. A  

B. B  

C. C  

D. D  

E. E  

 

20.Asian culture will, (A)/ sooner or later, (B)/ become the international norm (C)/ for entertainment 

industry. (D)/ No error (E)  

A. A  

B. B  

C. C  

D. D  

E. E  

 

In each of the following sentences, a part of the sentence has been italicized. Below are given 

alternatives to the part italicized which may improve the sentence. Choose the correct alternative. 

Wherever no improvement is needed, choose ‘No correction required’ or ‘No improvement’ as the 

answer.  
21.We are happy to note that emission controls was created to reduce air pollution.  

A. emission controls were  

B. the uses of emission controls were  

C. emission controls had  

D. emission controls had to be  

E. No correction required  



 

 

 

22.Although he was seen with a drug-peddler, he is not necessarily himself a drug-peddler.  

A. it is not necessary that he be himself a drug-peddler  

B. he is not necessary to be a drug-peddler himself  

C. he was not necessary to be himself a drug-peddler  

D. he is not necessarily a drug peddler himself  

E. No correction required  

 

23.She intends to sell her furniture before she leaves.  

A. intends selling  

B. intend selling  

C. intends for selling  

D. intends to selling  

E. No correction required  

 

24.We have already identified areas where landslides are possible and start evacuation of residents to safer 

locations.  

A. starting evacuation  

B. started evacuation  

C. have started evacuate  

D. start evacuating  

E. No correction required  

 

25.The law that now stands abolished was a flawed and discriminatory peace of legislation.  

A. flaw and discrimination of peace of  

B. flawed and discriminating piece for  

C. flawing and discriminating peace of  

D. flawed and discriminatory piece of  

E. No correction required  

 

In the given passage, there are blanks, each of which has been numbered. Against each five words are 

suggested, one of which fits the blank appropriately. Find out the appropriate word in each case.  

A ……. (26)……... affecting the quality of primary education appears to be …….. (27)…….. levels of 

teacher motivation. In 2002-2003, 25% of primary-school teachers in rural India were absent on any given 

day. The impact of absenteeism is ……… (28)……… by the fact that the average primary school in India 

has a workforce of no more than three teachers. The obvious reason, remuneration, does not appear to be a 

……… (29)……… In fact, both education experts and ordinary citizens ………. (30)……… that 

government-employed school teachers are paid relatively well. UNESCO surveys from as early as 2004 

indicated that the annual statutory salary of primary school teachers in India with 15 years’ experience was 

more than $ 14,000.  

26. _________ 

A. important 

B. tip  

C. pointless 

D. key  

E. seriously  

 

27. _________ 

A. high 

B. pointed  

C. acute 

D. low  

E. beneath  



 

 

 

28. _________ 

A. exacerbated 

B. married  

C. stated 

D. witnessed  

E. portrayed  

 

29. _________ 

A. presence 

B. forcing  

C. driver 

D. reckon  

E. case  

 

30. _________ 

A. together 

B. says  

C. argue 

D. couple  

E. impart  

 


